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Product Information Sheet
Commercial and Residential Use

EnCapX Pro is a super-concentrated versatile plant-based, non-toxic, non-flammable multipurpose cleaner that
contains our Encapsulation Technology. The formulation is loaded with non-emulsifying surfactants to ensure
an exceptional cleaning experience without the use of harsh chemicals. It leaves behind an amazing fragrance
leaving your cleaned areas and surfaces smelling fresh. The concentrate can be used in mop-buckets for floor
applications and in quart bottles and backpack sprayers for above-ground applications.
IDEAL FOR USE ON FLOORS AND ABOVE GROUND SURFACES SUBJECT TO GREASE, OIL, DIRT BUILDUP AND
ODORS
With typical routine daily cleaning agents, hard surfaces subject to grease, oil and/or dirt buildup are not only
difficult to completely clean, these surfaces remain difficult to maintain. When cleaning with EnCapX Pro, the
proprietary encapsulation formulation allows for an easy clean without leaving the “invisible” residue film on
the surface. These residues left over by other cleaners are what attract more dirt, oil and grease to the surface.
ELIMINATE THE “INVISIBLE” RESIDUE LEFTOVER BY OTHER CLEANERS, MAKING FUTURE CLEANING EASIER
The formulation was designed to be incorporated into your sustainable cleaning program. It is available in
concentrate (Cases of 2ea, 1 Gallon containers or 55 gallon drums) to help aid in the reuse of existing applicators
while reducing storage space.
WHEN USING ENCAPX PRO ON ANY SURFACE THAT CONTAINS DRAINS (FLOORS, SODA DISPENSERS, BEER
TAPS, ETC.), OUR TECHNOLOGY IS FLUSHED DOWN THE DRAINS AND CONTINUES TO WORK WELL AFTER YOUR
CLEANING EVENT.
After cleaning floors, your runoff into nearby drains (when washing/mopping floors) will contain our
Encapsulation Technology which will help neutralize odors and grease buildup downstream. As an added
benefit, the formulation will enhance the natural biological environment in your downstream system (drains and
grease traps).
Features and Benefits
• Powerful cleaning and degreasing
• Indoor/Outdoor applications
• Reduces adhesion of fats, oils and greases on surfaces
• Reduces nuisances caused by fruit and drain flies
• Extremely efficient on concrete and asphalt surfaces
• Reduce SKU’s
• Does NOT contain free enzymes or emulsifiers
Delivery Systems
• Dilute concentrate in mop buckets
• Dilute concentrate in quart spray bottles
• Dilute concentrate in backpack sprayer or other spray system
• Dilute concentrate in pressure washer

A New Era of Scientific Solutions for Your Peace of Mind

